Pitts Special S1-S N907MG
Pilot Extraction
Pilot: Jason Flood

!
This aircraft is constructed of wood, which are the wings
covered in fabric, and the fuselage is steel frame tubing with metal
panels and fabric covering.

If engine of aircraft is running, approach the airplane from the rear;
behind the wings. The cockpit can be reached from either the
LEFT or RIGHT side.

Canopy Operation#1- Canopy in CLOSED & LOCKED POSITION

!

!

#2- Canopy in OPEN & UNLOCKED POSITION

To open CANOPY normally (time not critical), there are TWO
tabs on each side that must be PUSHED UP in order to slide back

!

!
** If TIME CRITICAL AND FIRE IS CONSUMING COCKPIT,
REMOVE CANOPY BY ANY MEANS THROUGH CANOPY.
The pilot will be wearing a Harness consisting of 5 seatbelts. The
pilots harness is released by unlatching two lap belts by rotating
the locking bar on each belt UP. Then by pulling away the TWO
shoulder straps and center crotch strap, the pilot is free to be
removed. If FIRE, CUT belts to get and remove the pilot out!

1) Fuel Tank- There is only 1 main fuel tank located just in front of
the pilot, which is just behind the instrument panel. See below

!

!

** Note- there is also an upper wing tank that is used for the smoke
oil, that tank is located in the top wing directly infront of the pilot.

2) Fuel Selector- The fuel selector is located on the cockpit floor,
just in front of the seat, by the pilots left leg. To LEFT; FUEL ON,
pointing forward is FUEL OFF. If FIRE, turn FUEL OFF!

!

3) Smoke Valve & Switch- the smoke valve is located on the
LEFT side of the aircraft just in front of the throttle. SMOKE OFF
is when the valve is horizontal in the position shown! And the
smoke switch is located on the panel, with the labels “Smoke” ON
& OFF switch. If FIRE, TURN SMOKE VALVE OFF and
SMOKE SWITCH OFF.

!

!

4) Mixture Control- The mixture control is located on the LEFT
side, just below the throttle with a RED knob.

!
*Note- IF ENGINE IS RUNNING, PULL MIXTURE OUT TO
SHUT ENGINE OFF!

!

5) Master Switch- The Master switch is the main switch that
powers the electric side of things contained in the airplane. (ie.
Radio, GPS, Smoke pump.) The master switch is located under the
smoke valve selector, along the LEFT side of airplane. In not time
critical event, TURN MASTER SWITCH OFF by putting it in
position shown! To the LOWER RIGHT is OFF.

